Equipment list of equipment for the acquisition of other people's items and data:
Bobby pin:

small set of
lockpicks:

A common bobby pin … in conjuncture with a lot of skill (or a lot 3 $
of luck) it can be used to open less complicated locks.
User must perform a test on Luck to check if it breaks!

s.a. 10:
0,1 Pfund

A small set of strangely formed metal tools. It's provenance is
unknown but certainly unethical.

150 $
2 Pounds

Big set of
lockpicks:

A bigger and more lovingly made set of thieving tools.

300 $
4 Pounds

Electronic
Lockpick Mk. I

A rare sight, the Watts Electronics © Electronic Lockpick Mark I. 600 $
Perfect for electronic locks.
1,5 pounds

Electronic
Lockpick Mk. II

A really rare sight in the wasteland. The Watts Electronics ©
electronic lockpick that hit the markets a short nine days before
the 23rd October of 2077 – the day on which the bombs fell.

900 $
4 pounds

Glass cutter

A small circle with a diamond on one end and a suction cup on the 100 $
other. Ideal to open a pane of glass undetected.
0,3 pound

„Sniffles“computer virus

A small, simple virus on a THT-Holodisk. Barely able to bypass or 250 $
tunnel the most primitive security systems. On the other hand, it is
very user friendly.
0,2 pound

„Influenza“computer virus

A slightly outdated virus, that can only bypass slightly outdated
500 $
security systems. But you know the old saying: On old computers
one learns to hack … or something like that. Available on THT0,2 pound
Holodisk at selected specialist dealers.

„Ebola“computer virus

Situated on a THT-Holodisk, this handy program helps you hack.
Not very user friendly and demanding a user that really knows
computers.

2000 $
0,2 pound

